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THE SCHOOL PRAYER.

VOL. XVI.

J;N the StatuteR of 1592 it is laid down that, every morning
:r and evening, "praiers wch been or shalbe appoynted for
the place shalbe orderly and devoutly saide and a psalme
songe." But what the prayers are to be or what Psalm is
to be sung is not stated. In the Statutes of 1679, however,
this is all clearly set forth; the School Prayer, as given below,
is to be said daily and the Psalm to be sung is Domine

Domimts -,-foster, the VlIIth Psalm, the first proper Psalm for
the morning of Ascension Day.

It would not be difficult to call up a picture of evening
prayer time in Sherborne School, in the autumn (say) of
1682; the place would be the present Schoolhouse Dining
Hall, the time would be 5 o'clock. One can imagine the shadows
gathering in the niche of Flos Juvenum and Inclytlls Orbis

Splendor growing dim. The boys are all standing ready in
lines down each side of the room, and in the middle are
standing the master Mr. Goodenough and the usher

Mr. Forrester in wig and band, cassock and gown, knee-
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breeches, black stockings and buckled shoes, and Ostiarius has
shut the door, We wonder, what thoughts are in Mr. Good
enough's mind, for he is deep in Lord Shaftesbury's plot, and
this will cost him his post in a few months; how does he feel
when "the King's most excellent Majesty" is prayed for,
when the "Right Reverend ffather in God the Bpp. of
Bristol" and the Governors are prayed for, who are so soon
to thrust him from his place? He was a fiery stubborn man,
and no doubt held a very poor opinion of that strange
Defender of the Faith, Charles II and his amiable brother
James, Duke of York.

The following is the order for Morning and Evening
Prayer, as given in the Statutes of 1679:

" The Schollars beinge come to:the 8choole in ye morninge
the Master or Usher or both if att home shall enter the
Schoole wthin halfe an houre after. Then beginninge wth the
@S£ )D£uut they shall reade the two Collects for peace and
grace appointed for morning prayer, the Lordes prayer And
the Littany twice in a weeke concluding wth the prayer
followeinge And before theire departure att night they shall
singe the Eighth Psalme; The Usher readinge ~he Creed wth

the second and third Collects appoynted for the Evening
prayer in the Church, And soe dismisse them wth the peace of
God, &c."

"THE PRAYER."
" 0 Mercifull Lord God the ffather of Lights from whome

alone cometh evry good thought word and work; wee blesse
and Magnifie thy great and glorious name That thou didst
put it into the heart of thy servt Kinge Edwardthe Sixth of
pious memory to found this magnificent Schoole, 'Ve acknow
ledge it thy goodnesse That by his meanes wee are here brought
up:in good Learninge and true religion under watchfull
Governos & tutos wee beseech the (sic.) holy ffather to, be
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gracious to all the pesent Instrumts of this thy mercy towards
us, By name the Kinges most Excellent· Maty The right
Reverend ffather in God the Bpp. of Bristoi The Governors
Master and Usher of the Schoole. Vouchsafe also wee beseech
thee to all us that are before thee the assistance of thy grace
that wee may be apt to understand diligent to heare
carefull to remembr, ready to obey and practice all those
wholsome counsells & Instrucions wch from time to time shall
bee given us, That haveinge received in our tender yeares the
seeds of godlynesse and learneinge we may growe up to be
profittable members of this flourishing Church and Kingdome
to the further settinge forth of thy glory. Amen."

In the Statutes of 1783-1792 the following directions for
the conduct of Morning and Evening Prayer are given:
" The Master or Usher shall use the following prayers in the
School for the morning and evening service, only changing
in the evening the Third Collect for Grace for the Third
Collect for Aid against all Perils: The General Confession the
Lord's Prayer, the Third Collect for Grace, the General
Thanksgiving, the Prayer of St. Chrysostom, and the Prayer
following concluding with the Grace of our Lord." Here
follows the School Prayer as before but with alterations in
the Spelling.

In the Statutes of 1827, the above directions are repeated,
but the School, Prayer takes the shape, which it now has.
There is, however, an alternative form of Prayer added, which
runs as follows:

"0 Almighty God, whose providential care is most
abundantly shown in the protection of the \veakest of Thy
creaturer;-we beseech Thee to bless all children especially
these Scholars here present; preserve them, 0 Lord, from
gross ignorance and negligence, from a wandering head and

trifling spirit, from all violence of passion, from all intemper-
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ance and irregularity whatsoever; grant them health of body,
and strength of mind, understanding to apprehend and memory
to retain what is taught them; and grant them more especially.
as the foundation of other virtues, the inestilllable virtue
of veracity. Grant unto us all, by the help of Thy Holy
Spirit, to have a right Judgement in all things, and evermore
to rejoice in His Holy comfort. Finally we beseech Thee
to maintain all those Schools and Scholars that are the seed
of thy Ohurch, and direct their studies to the great ends of
their creation-the advancement of Thy glory, the benefit
of mankind, and the salvation of their own souls. Grant
this, 0 Father, for Jesus Ohrist's sake, our Lord and
Saviour. Amen."
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BOYS AND BOOKS.

285

, If you read a novel, read a good one' is a piece of advice we
very often hear, but one which .is generally disregarded by
schoolboys. The majority of boys who read for amusement, read
novels: and to please a boy a novel must be interesting or it will
be discarded as 'dry.' Now what books will fall under the
category of •dry ones' as far as an ordinary schoolboy is
concerned? Do we find him diligently poring over the works of
George Eliot and WaIter Scott, or on the contrary regaling
himself with a species of literature, at which any fine-minded
mortal would be inclined to faint? I am afraid the latter is
generally the cac;e. One is unnerved by the 'very idea of those
• books which are not books '-' btUia abiblz"a' with bright paper
covers, and high-sounding, double titles, which form the chosen
companion of his solitude. Such books I have actually heard
described as the • best out.' A boy who could say this will very
soon become incapable of appreciating a 'good' novel, such as
"Esmond" or" Adam Bede."

It has been said that the number of young people who take
all their notions from novels is very considerable: and if this is the
case, what notions would a boy take away from such books as the
"------" orthe "------"? For novels in some way
or other enter into the education of everyone of us, and indeed
constitute nearly the whole book-education of the listless. The
cheap literature now prevalent in Schools then not only gives
distorted notions of life, but also vitiates the taste, and would
in time make" Romola " or "Ivanhoe " unreadable.

It will probably be argued that a novel to interest a boy of
fourteen or fifteen must be full of adventure. Very likely; I am
not going to advise him to read philosophic treatises, Statutes at
Large, and other books which" a gentleman's library should never
be without." Let him read "The Heart of Mid-Lothian,"
"Old Mortality,"" Harold," and books of that sort. Surely he

will find" adventure" enough in these!
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Once let a boy get into the way of reading the "two-penny
literature" and you wiII never induce him to look at Dickens or
Lytton. Not very long ago no such trash existed, and boys were
brought up on "Robinson Crusoe" or at the very worst on
"Sandford and Merton:' Then they could delight in Thackeray,
they would read Macaulay with pleasure, could enjoy
"Old Froissart's Romances." Do you ever, may I ask, find the
average boy reading anyof these authors, unless they have been
set for an examination? What is to be done, then, to keep them
from reading what they do read? If they once could be induced to
take an interest in ' good' novels, I am sure they would not return
again to their old delights. Meanwhile their case is far more serious
than that of the boy who never reads at all. His mind is just a
"tabula rasa." Possibly sorpe day the' hour may come' and-The
book! Then a new life wiII begin for him. The other- Heaven help
him! His mind is surcharged with a load of pestilential stuff,
distorted ideas of Ijfe, clad in the garb of 'books of adventure
for every boy's library.' For him there is no hope, no help!

It has been said that 'to mind the inside of a book is to
entertain oneself with the forced product of another man's brain.
Now a man of quality and breeding may be much amused with
the natural sprouts of his own.' For my part I should not recom
mend our friend to take such advice. Let him school himself in
other men's minds. And if he cannot sit and think, let books
think for him.

Q.D.W.
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TO-DAY.

"Gather ye rosebuds while ye ma.y"

"Old time is still a-flying."

Then here's to love and laughter,
Give every dog his day,

Why look before and after

'Vhen all the world is gay?
Leave learning till to-morrow

Since youth must pass away,
Why prate of. sin or sorrow

\Vhen we are young-ta-day!

It cannot last for ever
Life's happy-hearted spring,

Then who from us would sever
The joys that it can bring?

Too soon will come December
Though now it is but May,

Then, prithee triends remember
We're only young to-day!

, BOUILLABAISSE.'

THE BIG SCHOOL ROOl\I.

It will already be known to many of our readers that a
scheme has been set on foot. (and, indeed, is in process of
execution) for the decoration of the Big School. For a long
ti~e past, altho' .of comely proportions, our great hall has failed
of its full artistic effect owing to the temporary nature of the"
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woodwork it contains. It was always in contemplation to amend
this, and as time goes on, the necessity for so doing becomes
more obviously apparent. At present the orchestra, as it faces
one entering by the main south entrance, greatly spoils the aspect
of the place. When Big School was first erected it was fitted up
(as will be remembered) as well as funds would allow. Ten years
ago the organ was added at a cost of £700 (the last instalment
of which has only recently been paid). The last addition made
was the gallery at the south end, completing the room from a
structural point of view. The question of decorative treatment
was l~ft till a more convenient season should arise, when the
, sinews of war' would not be wanting. Such a time has come
now. Mr. H. R. King has stept forward with a generous offer;
the Governing Body have given their consent; plans have been
provided by Mr. Reginald Blomfield, which have met with very
general acceptance, altho' the full effect of the alterations in
progress can hardly be gathered from ground plans or sketches.

What is proposed at present is this :-The Room is to
be panelled all round with oak up to a. certain height. This
taken by itself wiII be a decided improvement. But it is only a
fragment of the scheme; the chi~f efforts of the Architect will be
concentrated on its northern end. The organ will be made
splendid with an elaborate t:ase, embelliShed with carving, and a
statue of Orpheus. To this all the decorations will lead up. The
orchestra will be cased in oak th roughout, and curving lines will
be substituted for the present straight lines of the seats. There
will be a short double flight of stairs leading up to the centre of
-the platform right and left from the floor of the room. The front
of the orchestra will be curved (as the seats above) and will
include and cover the two coils of pipes now exposed to view at
either side. Thus the platform space will be extended, while the
dignity of the whole will be largely enhanced.

There is still a considerable sum of money required to
complete the design, and the Head Master will be very pleased
to receive subscriptions from present boys, old boys, or any
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friends of the school. The work is to be concluded before the
middle of the autumn. It is being done in town under the
Architect's immediate superintendence. The present list of
subscribers to the total of £590 required, is as follows :-

£ s. d.
The Head Master 100 0 0

H. R. King, Esq. 30 0 0 0

Rev. J. Blanch 10 0 0

C. H. Hodgson, Esq. 10 0 0

Rev. H. Dunkin 10 0 ()

D. Radford, Esq. 5 5 0

T. Ffooks, Esq. 5 0 0

T. W. Wilson, Esq. 5 0 0

T. A. Bell, Esq. 5 0 0

Rev. W. W. Poole-Hughes 3 3 0

Rev. R. Bamford I I 0

F. C. Legge, Esq., 0.5. I I 0

H. Laurie, Esq., 0.5. I 0 0

W. T. Warren, Esq. I 0 0

Miss Haynes .. 010 6

CRICKET.

THE SCHOOL v. WEYMOUTH.

This match was played on Saturday, June 12th, when the
School suffered their first defeat. The School, who were
without Ridout, lost the toss. Our opponents opened with
Kindersley and Pike to the bowling of Radford and Partridge.
Kindersley was bowled in Radford's second over, but on Fall
joining Pike a somewhat lengthy stand was made, and it was
not till the score had been raised to 39. that a separation was
effected by Partridge bowling Pike. Twenty runs were added
before a good catch by Atkinson sent back Fall. l\1anfield
soon retired, and without further addition Smith was bowled.
At 93 Radford sent back Duncan, and with only 6 added
dismissed S. G. Manfield, while at 120 he found his way past
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Greaves.Woolley was quickly stumped, and the innings
,closed for 131. Radford had bowled splendidly throughout,
,and his analysis of 8 for 37 is his best performance this season,

The School began disastrously, both Wyatt-Smith and
Dixon being out at 6, but on Atkinsonjoining Stevens, a different
complexion was put on the game. Runs came steadily, and
the score rose to 74, when Stevens was caught for an excellent
48. Atkinson, who had played'very well for 29 was out at 79,
at which total four wickets fell, Pike and Hughes puzzling
the batsman terribly. With the exception of Young none of
the rest made any stay, and the innings closed for 91, the
School being thus defeated by 39 runs.

As some time still remained VIeymouth went in again,
Dixon and \\Thinney sharing the attack. Kindersley was at
once bowled off his pads, and Manfieldjoined Smith. Hitting
freely he scored 20 out of the 24 made during his stay,' before
being bowled by' Dixon. At 44 the same bowler sent back
F:dl, and when at 48 Duncan was taken at mid'off, stumps
were drawn. Dixon had taken 4 wickets for 20 runs;

Score:- '
WEYMOUTH.

First Innnigs, Second Innings,
Rev. C. Kindersley, b Radford 0 b Dixon 0
Pike, b Partridge 22
J. Fall, c Atkinson, b Radford 24 b Dixon 13
D. Smith, b Partridge 8 not out 12
W. H. Manfield, c and b Radford I b Dixon 20

J F. Duncan, b Radford •. 10 C Atkinson, b Dixon 3
Hughes, b Radford .. 22
L. Greaves. b Radford 21
S. G. Manfield, b Radford 3
\Voolley, st Young, b Radford 3
H. J. Seymour, not out .• 2

Byes 8, lb. 5, w. I, nb. 3 14

Total 130 Total for 4 wkts 48

SHERBORNE SCHOOL.

A. Wyatt-Smith, b Hughes
J. E. Stevens, c Hughes, b Pike
A. Dixon, b Hughes ..
VI. H. Atkinson, b Pike
\Vhinney. b Hughes .•
G. Partridge, b Hughes
H. G. K. Young, not out
T, C. Mason, b Pike
Temperley, mi., b Hughes
Rougemont, b Hughes .•
A. D. Radford, b Pike

lb. I

Total

o
48

2

24
4
o
8
o
I

3
o
I

91
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

WEYMouTH.-First Innings.
Bowler. Overs. Mdns.

A. D. Radford 21.2 9
G. Partridge.. . . .. .. .. .. .. 13 3
J. E. Stevens 4 1
A. Dixon 1 0
T. C. Mason "3 0

SHERBORNE SCHOOL.
Hughes .. .. .. .. 23 15
Pike.............. .. .. .. 16·3 5
Woolley...................... 8 4
J. Fall 4 I

WEYMOuTH.-Second Innings.
A. Dixon...................... 6 0
Whinney 5 0
T. C. Mason.......... 1 I

Runs. Wkts.
37 8
44 2
19 0
7 0

10 0

29 6
32 4
14 0
15 0

20 4
28 0
0 0

SCHOOL v. GENTLEMEN OF DORSET.

On June the 16th, we played the Gentlemen of Dorset, on
a somewhat slow wicket; our bowling being weakened by the ab
sence of Radford. Stevens won the toss and batted first with
Ridout. The former soon hit up 16, and then retired to a catch in
the slips at 2 I. Wyatt-Smith joined Ridout and commenced to
score fast, but at 4-7 lost his partner who had played carefully for
16. Dixon stayed while 22 were added. and then was bowled by
Dalton. Atkinson now came in and played very carefully, 25 runs
being added before he was bowled for 5. Young made a very
short stay, while both Whinney and Partridge failed to score, so
that 7 wickets were down for 98. Wigan now joined Wyatt-Smith
and a very different complexion was put upon the game. Runs
came fast from both, and 75 were added before Wyatt-Smith was
caught from a leg hit, for a splendid innings of 88, made by some
excellent cricket, containing 6 fours and 7 threes. Temperley
made 13, and retired l.b.w. to a lob from Dale. Then Rougemont
and Wigan took the score to 220, when Stevens closed the innings.
Wigan being not out 56, a good display, containing some hard
drives. The Gentlemen began with Bennett and Seymour: the
former was soon out, but 2 I were put on for the next wicket, before
Dalton retired for 11. Clarke stayed some time while Seymour hit,
but after him no one gave any trouble, and had it not been for
Seymour, who carried his bat for 58, the visitors would have indeed
fared badly. Seymour hit a five and six fours in his 28, this being
his second fine innings on our ground this season. The total of
the innings reached 103. Following on the Gentlemen made 39
for I wicket. Stevens took five wickets for 3 I runs in their first
innings, and varied his pace with excellent judgment.
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16
16
88

7
5
3
o
o

56
13
9
7

SCHOOL.

First Innings.

J. E. Stevens, C Dalton, b Bennett
C. A. S. Ridout, b Dalton 0 •

A. "\Vyatt-Smith, c Gundry, b Bennett
A. Dixon, b Dalton,
W. H. Atkinson, b Palmer
H. G. K. Young, c and b Dalton ...
Whinney, c Gundry, b Palmer
G. Partridge, b Dalton
O. S. "\Vigan, not out •.
A. Temper/ey, l.b.w., b Dale
Rougemont, not out

Byes 2, L Byes 4, Wide I

Total
'" Innings declared closed.

GENTLEMEN OF DORSET.
First Innings. Second Innings.

C. O. Bennett, b Partridge 4 not out 6
H. J. Seymour, not out .. 58 not out 17
Dr. D. Dalton, l.b.w., b Partridge II

J. Clarke, c Dixon, b Partridge 9
J.P. Gundry, bStevens.. 3
C. W. Dale, b Partridge.. 0 b Whinney •• 15
T. W. Wilson, b Stevens 3
Rev. C. Palmer, b Stevens 5
R. A. Barry, b Stevens 0

H. Payne, b Dixon 2
T. Groves, b Stevens 0

Byes I, L Byes 7 8 Bye I

Total .. 103

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

Total for 1 wkt.. 39

Runs. Wkts.
50 2
76 4
16 0

7 0

15 2
13 0

9 0

27 I

25
39 4
31 5

12 0

19 c
i 0

2

3
45

H. F. Whinney ..
\V. H. Atkinson .
A. Dixon .......•............

SHERBORNE SCHOOL.-Ist Innings.
Overs. Mdns.

C. O. Bennett .. .. II I
Dr. Dalton .. .• 25 3
F. Clarke 3 0

H. Payne.. 3 0

Rev. C. Palmer 4 0

J. P. Gundry .. 5 1
T. W. \Vilson 2 0

C. \V. Dale 5 0

GENTLEMEN OF DORSET.-ISt Innings.

A. Dixon .•...•.. ·· ... 0 ' •• 0.0 9 4
G. Partridge.................. IS 2
J. E. Ste~ens 13 7

2nd Innings.
6
8
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SCHOOL v. 0.55.

On June 21St we played the Old Boys and got badly
beaten: the match was originally intended to be a two
days' one, but the rain on Commemoration Day prevented
any cricket, so it was made a one day match. Stevens won
the toss and decided to bat first: the wicket was very slow
and somewhat difficult. Stevens and Ridout commenced the
School innings. Ridout scored a single in the first over but
was dismissed by a catch at short leg in the next. Wyatt
Smith and Dixon both failed to score, and three wickets were
down for 6. Atkinson joined Stevens and the score was
taken to 26, when a good catch in the long field dismissed
Stevens for 19. Young soon hit up 14, and 18 were added for
the 5th wicket. Atkinson who had played steadily for 13, did
not survive him long and 6 wickets were down for 52.
Temperley made a single and then the innings came to an
abrupt conclusion, Wigan being run out and the rest failing
to score. The total thus only reached 53. The Old BIoys
began with A. B. Croshy and Dixon, the wicket becoming
easier as time went on. A catch at extra-cover dismissed
Dixon at 13, but Rutty and Crosby made a lengthy sand,
putting on 64 runs. Crosby who hit a 6 over the boards tinto
the little field played very vigorous cricket: but at last Rad ford
bowled him for a good innings of 46. [77-2-46J Powys did not
stay long but H. S. Crosbyand Rutty added 35 for the next
wicket. Nelson was bowled in trying to hit Radford, but Carey
and Broadbent made another stand and Elton afterwards hit
hard for I I before being splendidly caught in the long field by
·Wyatt-Smith. Bensly and Laurie were now together and no
eftorts of our bowlers could separate them: the score gradually
rose, till at 266 Broadbent closed the innings; Bensly being
not out 29 and Laurie not out 24. About an hour and a quar
ter remained for play and Ridout and Wyatt-Smith were sent
in. Wyatt-Smith hit vigorously and seemed set when a good
catch low down by A. B. Crosby dismissed him for 16. Stevens
then came in but only made 6 being bowled by A. B. Crosby.
Dixon joined Ridout who was playing very patiently and 23
runs were added before Ridout played on for a very slowly
made 13. Atkinson did not score and when stumps were
drawn the score stood at 55 for 4 wickets, Dixon not ont 19,
and Dyke who was playing substitute for Young not out I.

The School certainly had the worst of the wicket, but their
failure in the first innings is absolutely unaccountable. Our
fielding was excellent throughout the match.
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SCHOOL.

6
13
16
19
o
I

55Total for 4 wickets

Second Innings.
19 b A. B. Crosby
IbA. B. Crosby
o c and b A. B. Crosby
o not out

13 b A. B. Crosby
14 (sub) not out ..
4
I
o
o
o
o
I

53

O.SS.

First Innings.
J. E. Stevens, C Powys, b H. S. Crosby
C. A. S. Ridout, c Elton, b Carey
A. Wyatt-Smith, b H. S. Crosby
A. Dixon, c Carey, b H. S. Crosby
W. H. Atkinson, b Rutty
H. G. K. Young, b Rutty ••
O. S. Wigan, run out
Temperley, not out
G. Partridge, b H. S. Crosby
Rougemont, c Carey b H.S. Crosby ..
A. D. Radford, b Rutty
Whinney. b Rutty

L. Bye I.

Total .•

A. B. Crosby, b Radford
E. Dixon, c Ridout b Partridge
A. W. F. Rutty, b Stevens ..
L. C. Powys, l.b.w. b Radford
H. S Crosby, b Stevens
A. C. Broadbent, b Dixon
E. J. Nelson, b Radford
G. M. Carey, b Dixon .• .,
W. Elton, c Wyatt-Smith, b Radford
W. J. Bensly not out
H. Laurie not out .•
P-S. H. Devitt did not bat

Byes 20. leg-byes 3

46
6

51
3

18
2~I

3
25
II

29
24

23

Total

'" Innings declared closed.

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

266*

SCHOOL.- 1st Innings.
Overs Mdns.

H. S. Crosby ••.•••...•............ 18 6
G. M. Carey ...•..••.•••....••...• 12 8
A. W. F. Rutty .•.................. 6

0.55.
A.D. Radford 35 13
G. Partridge ...........•.......... 25 5
J. E. Stevens 19 2

A. Dixon ......••.......•.......... 14 3

SCHOOL. 2nd Innings.

A. B. Crosby ..... , .. .. 21 9
G. M. Carey .•.... (I 5
A .. W. F. Rutty 8 2

'V. Elton~•...•...............•... , 5 2

E. J. Nelson , I 0

Runs. 'Vkts
29 5
14 I

f) 3

83 4
77 I

52 2
42 2

21 4
8 0

14 0
10 0

2 0
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SCHOOL v] EXETER COLLEGE, OXFORD.

On Saturday, June 23rd, we received a crushing defeat
from Exeter College. Stevens won the toss and elected to bat
first on a hard run-getting wicket. He and Ridout went in first
for the School. Six runs came off the first over, but at 14. Stevens
was bowled by Holdship; 6 runs later Wyatt-Smith fell to a catch
in the long-field, and at 23 Ridout was bowled by an off-break
from Holdship. Dixon, Wigan and Temperley were speedily
dismissed and at 3 I Atkinson also fell to Holdship. Partridge
and Stanger-Leathes added 9 runs for the eighth wicket, but the
total of the innings o'rily reached the palfry number of 4-5, Ridout's
13 being the only double figure. The collapse of the School on
such a wicket is totally unaccountable, everything being in favour
of run-getting.

Exeter College sent in H oldship and Bayley; the latter was
out at 10 and Holdship, who had made his runs very quickly,
retired at 28. Atkinson and Stride added 4-0 runs for the next
wicket. but with the exceptio.n of Atkinson, whose 4-6 was made
by very good cricket, no one seemed at home with the bowling.
Randolph just got into double· figures but had to retire to a catch
at the wicket. The innings closed for 156.

As some time still remained the School went in again. \Vith
only 3 scored, Ridout fell to a smart catch in the slips but
Wyatt-Smith and Stevens put on 2 I before the latter was caught
by Cattell. Wyatt-Smith and Dixon then took the score to 4-8
when the former was bowled for a careful 13. Atkinson stayed
while 33 runs were added, Dixon hitting freely. At the end
\Vigan made some good strokes and had scored 13 when stumps
were drawn, Dixon being not out 39. The total stood at 95 for 4
wickets. Scores :-

SCHOOL.
First Innings. Second Innings.

J. E. Stevens, b Holdship 4 C CatteII, b Holdship 15
C. A. S. Ridout, b Holdship 13 c Atkinson, b Holdship •• 0

A. \Vyatt-Smith, c Turner, b Holdship 3 b Carey 13
A Dixon, b Carey 0 not out 39
\V. H. Atkinson, b Holdship 5 b Carey 9
O. S. Wigan, c and b Holdship 0 not out 13
A. C. TemperIey, b Holdship I

G. Partridge, not out 6
L. G. Stanger-Leathes, b Carey i
O. 1\1. Dyke, C Atkinson, b Carey 2

A. D. Radford, Lb.w., b Holdship 0

Byes 2, leg-byes 2 4 Byes 4. leg-bye I, wide I 0

Total 45 Total for 4 wickets •• 95



A.H. Holdship .
G. M. Carey .................•
J. Reynolds ••....••..••..••••

The Shirb1lr1Zia1Z.

EXETER COLLEGE, OXFORD.
A. H. Holdship, I.b.w, b Radford .•
H. Bayley, I.b.w., b Dixon ••
H. E. Atkinson, C Atkinson, b Stanger-Leathes
\V. K. Stride, b Partridge
S. R. Hignell, l.b.w., b Stevens
W. H. Randolph, C Dyke, b Dixon
G. M. Carey, b Dixon ••
G. T. Unwin, b Stanger-Leathes .,
J. Reynolds, not out
R. H. Cattell, b Radford
E. E. Turner, C Dyke, b Stanger-Leathes

Byes Ii, leg-byes 2, wide I

Total
BOWLING ANALYSIS.
SCHOOL.-First Innings.

Overs. Mdns.
A. H. Holdship 13 3
G. M. Carey.................. 13 5

EXETER COLLEGE, OXFORD.
A. D. Radford .. .. .. .. 24 5
A. Dixon .. 12 6
L. G. Stanger-Leathes ..••..•• 15'2 4
G. Partridge........ ...• ..••.. i 3
J. E. Stevens ............•... 9 4

SCHooL.-Second Innings.
16 2
IS 5
2 0

Runs.
19
22

53
20

27
16
16

43
39
i

[JULY,

25
2

46
14
6

II
o
9

14
I
8

20

Wkts.
7
3

2

3
3
I
I

2
2
o

SCHOOL v. E. H. HOUSE Esg's. XI.

On June 26th, E. H. House brought a team against us.
Stevens won the toss and went in with Ridout on a ha,'d run-getting
wicket. With only 6 runs scored, Ridout was bowled by a
" yorker" from Baker, and Wyatt-Smith joined Stevens. Both
played capital cricket and a long stand ensued and no changes of
bowling proved effective before lunch. After the interval, the 100

was soon telegraphed but at 106 Stevens was well caught by Smith
at extra cover for an excellent 52 containing 3 fives and 2 fours.
Dixon then joined Wyatt-Smith but both left 8 runs later.
Wyatt-Smith having played very weIl for 4-6. Then a regular' rot'
set in, no one seeming at home with the bowling. Atkinson,
vVigan and Young were out in quick succession; Partridge and
Stanger-Leathes made a few good hits, but Temperley and
Radford were quickly dismissed, the innings ending for 14-0.
The visitors commenced with Askew and Smith; the latter was
caught by Atkinson at 23, while 2 later Askew was bowled by
Radford. Thurston and Baker now added' 54- runs for the third
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wicket when the latter returned one to Stevens. Sixteen runs
later Radford beat Thurston who had played well for 32. Gordon
played very steadily but Manfield hit hard and 6 wickets were
dO\,n for log. There seemed some chance at tl,;s point of the
School winning, but MaIden and Luff put this out of the question
by hitting our bowling about freely: later on Llewellyn hit hard
for 22 and the innings closed for 202, the School thus being
defeated by 62 runs.

SCHOOL.

J. E. Stevens, c Smith, b Baker
C. A. S. Ridout, b Baker
A. Wyatt-Smith, c Luff, b Baker
A. Dixon, b Maiden
W. H. Atkinson, c Maiden, b Baker
O. S. Wigan, c Llewellyll, b Maiden
H. G. K. Young, c and b Maiden
G. Partridge, b Baker
A. C. Temperley, b Baker
L. G. Stanger- Leathes, not out
A. D. Radford, b Maiden

Byes

52
4

46
6
3
4
o
8

5
o
II

Total

E. H. HOUSE'S XI.

Rev. R. Askew, b Radford
D. Smith, c Atkinson. b Partridge
H. Thurston, b Radford
H. D. Baker, c and b Stevens
E. G. Gordon, run out ..
\V. H. 1\Ianfield, b Stevens
A. R. Maiden, b Dixon ..
J. 1\1. Luff, b Radford .. .• •.
A. G. Harence, c Stanger-Leathes,b Partridge
E. Llewellyn, b Stevens
E. H. House, not out ..

Byes 18, leg-byes 3, wides 2

15
3

32

2j
6

12
28
21

7
22
6

23

Total 202

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

Runs. Wkts.
44 6
53 4
21 0

11 0

j2 3
23 I

2r 2
20 0

40 3

j
I

3
I
7

l\Idns.
9

10

o
o

..

SCHOOL.

Overs.
H. D. Bilker.. .• •• . . . . .. . . .. . . • . 22
A. R. l\Ialden.................. 28·3
A. G. Harence.................. 5
H. Thurston.. . . •• •• . • . . • • • . •• • • I

E. H. HOUSE'S XI.

A. D. Radford.................. 35
A. Dixon ••.. ..•• ••••.•....••.. 9
G. Partridge ...... ,........... 12
L. G. Stanger-Leathes . .. .. .. 6
J. E. Stevens 18
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SHERBORNE v. MALVERN.

[JULY,

On June 29th and 30th, we played Malvern College, on the
School Ground, in lovely summer weather, and on a perfect
wicket: the scoring was so high that time did not allow of the match
being brought to a definite conclusion, a very even draw being
the result. Stevens won the toss and decided to bat first: he and
Atkinson commencing the School innings, to the bowling
of Elliott and Bumup. Atkinson was the first to score, but
Stevens soon caught him up with a couple of fours off Elliott:
however before he had had time to get well set, a left-handed
catch by Marriott at point, sent him back, (17-1-1 I). Ridout
now joined Atkinson, and a somewhat lengthy resistanc.e was
offered to the bowling: both played carefully, and runs came very
slowly. Various changes of bowling were tried, Cookson, Porch,
and Murray going on, until at last Cookson bowled Atkinson off
his pads. The retiring batsman had played sound cricket for his
18. Two for 57. Wyatt-Smith now came in and another stand
was made, both batsman scoring fast; just before lunch Ridout
was beaten by a good ball from Elliott, and retired for 34: his
cricket though slow had been sound and, but for a possible chance
at the wicket, when he had made 27, faultless. The score at
lunch time stood at 83 for three. After the interval Dixon and
vVigan were dismissed in quick succession, and 5 wickets were
down for 87' On Mason joining Wyatt-Smith, the hundred was
soon sent up, but a 114-, the latter was taken at the wicket, for a
well and carefully played 33. Young joined Mason, but after
hitting a 3 to leg, was bowled by Cookson. Matters were now
looking very bad for the School, when Partridge joined Mason:
both however rose to the occasion, and by some careful play put
a better appearance on the game. The score continued to rise
steadily, and changes of bowling were tried in vain. At last
Mason was bowled by Porch; the retiring batsman had played
well for 25, and had mateJially assisted his side at a critical period
of the innings. Eight wickets were now down for 155.
Partridge was the next to go, caught off Cookson for 20, which
might have been a much larger score, had he taken advantage of
all the leg balls he received. The last wicket gave some trouble,
Radford getting in some good hits, and Temperley playing well,
though favoured by fortune to a great extent, till he was well
taken by the bowler, and the innings terminated for 178,
Radford being not out I I.

Malvern commenced their innings with E. H. Simpson, and
Marriott, our attack being entrusted to Radford and Dixon.
With only 6 runs scofL'd, Simpson was out l.b.w. to Radford.
Porch then joined Maniott, who was playing a free and confident
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game. Runs came fast till at 24- Marriott, who had made all
but one of the runs scored, was run out, Wigan smartly fielding
and throwing in the ball. G. H. Simpson filled the vacancy, but
almost immediately had his leg stump bowled down by Radford.
Burnup now came in and the first serious resistance was mad e.
Both batsman played well, Porch making some good cuts, while
Burnup hit hard. The score increased steadily, but with 60 up
Porch was badly missed at point, and profited largely by the
mistake. Changes of bowling were tried but withoutt avail,
the 100 going up with three men out. At length all 7,
an appeal for l.b.w. was ans\vered against Burnup, who had
made 4-2 by really good cricket, hitting the loose balls hard.
Five runs later, Porch was bowled by Partridge for 4-6, a
good innings containing some fine cuts, but marred by an easy
chance at point. Foster and Elliott were now together, but a
good ball from Radford soon sent back the latter. On l\1urray
joining Foster, a long stand was made. Foster hit hard and
played excellent cricket, although he gave two chances, one at
the wicket, and one to Partridge off his own bowling. At draw
ing of stumps on Friday, the score stood at 200, Foster having
completed his 50.

The Head l\laster kindly entertained both teams at the
School House, in the evening, and a concert was afterwards given
in the Big Schoolroom, by the Musical Society.

Play commenced at 10.30 next morning, Foster and Murray,
the over-night not-outs resuming their places at the wicket; the
the score was taken to 222, when a splendid ball from Radford
bowled Foster: the latter had played good cricket for his 7I,

and with Murray had added 97 runs for the 7th wicket. Manders
joined l\Iurray and runs came freely, until at 256 a ball from
Dixon beat the former, At the same total l\Iurray was bowled
for a very patient innings of 32, which he had been quite 2 hours
in compiling. Cookson and Apthorp gave a lot of trouble for
the last wicket, the latter hitting our tired bowling with freedom:
the score rose fast, and when the 300 appeared on the board,
Burnup closed the innings, Apthorp being not out 28. Radford
bowled well before he tired, and had very bad luck in having
several chances missed off him.

With less than three hours left for play, Stevens and Atkinson
commenced the second innings of the SchooL Both played very
carefully and runs came but slowly. At lunch time no separation
had been effected, and after the interval all changes of bowling
proved ineffectual, till at last Porch beat Atkinson at I 16.

Atkinson had made 38 by very good though slow cricket, and had
played quite the right game under the circumstances. Ridout
now joined Stevens 'with only about three-quarters of an hour left
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for play, and runs came much faster, though Ridout had some
very narrow escapes. At drawing of stumps no further separation
had been effected, Stevens being not out for a grand innings of
105 which included a five and twelve fours; he only gave two
very hard chances, and he deserves hearty congratulations on his
fine performance. Ridout was not out 23, and the score stood at
176 for I wicket. The School had made a very even draw of the
game, being 52 tothe good, with 9 more wickets to go down, so that
neither side could claim an advantage. The fielding on both
was good, and very few mistakes were made. Radford and
Elliott bowled best for their respective sides, the former having
very hard luck: so ended a most enjoyable match. The wicket
wore splendidly throughout, and would have lasted much longer.

SHERBORNE.

First Innings.
J. E. Stevens, c Marriott, b Elliott .•
\V. H. Atkinson, b Cookson ..
C. A. S. Ridout, b Elliott
A. Wyatt-Smith, c Apthorp, b Elliott
A. Dixon, b G. H. Simpson
O. S. Wigan, b Elliott
T. C. Mason, b Porch
H. G. K. Young, b Cookson
G. Partridge, c Simpson, b Cookson ..
A. C. TemperIey, c and b Cookson, "
A. D. Radford, not out

Byes 8, leg-byes 5

Second Innings.
11 not out
11 b Porch
34 not out
33
o

°25
3

20

9
11
13 Leg-byes 5, no balls 5 .. 10

Total 178 Total for I wicket 176

2345678910 1
17 57 83 86 87 114 117 155 161 178 116

MALVERN.

First Innings.
E. H. Simpson, I.b.w., b Radford .,
H. H. Marriott, run out
R. B. Porch, b Partridge
G. H. Simpson, b Radford
C. J. Burnup, I.b.w., b Partridge
R. E. Foster, b Radford
C. W. B. Elliott, b Radford
D. S. ~furray, b Stevens
A. E. Manders, b Dixon
R. T. Cookson, not out ..
M. G. Apthorp, not out

Byes 16, leg-byes 5, Wide I, no balls 5

Total

345 6 8 q
6 24 24 117 122 125 ~22 256~-25~6~--

.. Innings closes, ') wickets down.

°23
46

°42

7I
3

32

21
8*

28
27

301
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Wkts.
5
o
4
I

o
I

Runs.
51
32

26
20

13
27

4
4

I
10

13
MALVER;\".

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOoL.-First Innings.
Overs. Mdns.

30.2 11
12 3
19 8

I

C. 'V. B. Elliott .
C. J. Burnup .
R. T. Cookson ..
R B. Porch .
D. S. :\lurray .. . .
G. H. Simpson ..

I

7

37
42
16
25
II

19

A. D. Radford.............. 45 16 79
A. Dixon . 22 I I 43
G. Partridge 22 2 74
J. E. Stevens .. 24 8 64
T. C. :\lason 4 0 16

Radford bowled 2 no-balls. Partridge 3. and Dixon a wide.
SHERBoRNE.-Second Innings.

C. W. B. ElIiott ". . .. .. .. .. 20 9
C. J. Burnup IS 3
R. T. Cookson 7 I

G. H. Simpson . . . . . . . . . . 13 6
R. B. Porch 8 2

D. S. Murray " 8 3
A. E. Manders 2 0
H. H. Marriott.. 2 0

Elliott bowled 3 no-balls and l\1anders I.

4
I

2

I

o

o
o
o
o
I

o
o
o

SCHOOL v. S. WILTS.

On Tuesday, July 3rd, we played South Wilts. Stevens won
the toss and went in with Atkinson on a run-getting wicket.
Runs began to come freely from the first. Stevens playing very
finely on the legside, and Atkinson making some very good strokes.
Stevens hit \Vhitehead for 6, and on Hurry going on, Atkinson
hit him for 5, but soon after failed to stop a full pitch, and was
bowled at 59 having played well for 28 Ridout now joined
Stevens and runs came freely; Ridout made his runs unusually
quickly, and at lunch time the score stood at I q for I wicket.
After the interval, both continued to play fine cricket, and no
changes of bowling could separate them: in one over of
Maiden's Ridout hit him for 5, and Stevens for 4-. At last, at 182,
Stevens was caught at long off for 69: he had played well without
giving a chance, but had scored much more dowl), than usual
owing to an injured wrist: he hit a six and 5 fours. Wyatt-Smith
now joined Ridout and 200 was soon telegraphed but at 203

Hurry bowled Ridout off his pads for 86: the retiring batsman
had played very good cricket without a chance, and had scored
much faster than usual: he hit 2 fives and 6 fours, his innings
being by far the best he has played for the school. Dixon came'
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in but was soon run out, Wigan, Mason, and Young gave little
trouble; but Partridge helped Wyatt-Smith to add 2 I forthe eighth
wicket. Temperley stayed while I: were put on and when he
was out at 24-9 Stevens declared the innings closed; Wyatt-Smith
had played weIl for 26 not out.

The visitors commenced with Challis and MaIden, and runs
came freely tiIl at 32 a sharp catch at the wicket dismissed
MaIden. Finch now joined Challis, and both scored fast; ChalIis
however should have been run out, had Ridout thrown in well.
After SI had been added, Stevens bowled Finch at 73. Boyle
gave no trouble, but Cobb quickly hit up 12. On Rougemont
joining Challis a long stand was made, both played capital
cricket, tiIl Challis was bowled by Partridge at ISO for a very fine
63, his cutting being especially good. It was near time and there
seemed only a draw in prospect, but Whitehead was soon dismissed
by Dixon and Carver did not stay long. Mr. Whitehead kindly
offered to go on 10 minutes beyond the time fixed and this enabled
the school to win. Rougemont was bowled for a hard hit 29,
and Hurry also fell to Partridge The School thus won an
exciting match by 77 runs. Partridge bowled splendidly, taking
7 wickets for 4-4- runs. Score :-

SCHOOL.

J. E. Stevens, c Cobb, b Hurry 69
\V. H. Atkinson, b Boyle 28
C. A. S. Ridout, b Hurry 86
A. \Vyatt-Smith not out 26
A. Dixon run out I

O. S. Wigan b Hurry .. 0

T. C. Mason, b Hurry . 0

H. G. K. Young, b Boyle 0

G. Partridge, C and b Hurry IS
A. C. Temperley, b Maiden 2
A. D. Radford did not bat

Byes 18, leg-byes 4 22

Total
* Innings closed 9 wickets down.

S. WILTS.
W. ChaIlis, b Partridge
A. R. Maiden, c Young, b Partridge
R. T. Finch, b Stevens ..
E. Boy le, b Stevens
H. W. Cobb, b Partridge
H. \V. Rougement, b.Partridge
A. Whitehead. b Dixon ..
Carver, Lb.w. b Partridge
J. W. Taunton, not out
Hurry, b Partridge .. ..

Byes 3. leg-byes 6, Wide I, No Balls 2

Total

63
18
24
o

12

29
5
4
5
o

. 12
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL.

Overs-
A. R. MaIden.. . . . . .. ., 21.2
A. Whitehead 1~

Hurry li
E. Boyle 11
J. W. Taunton 2

W. Challis.................... 4
R. T. Finch.... .. .•.. .. 5

Mdns.
9
6
5
4
o
o
o

Runs.
58
4i
46
29
13
14
20

Wkts.
1

o
5
3
u
o
o

S. WILTS.

A. D. Radford .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 6 61
G. Partridge. . . . . . . . . . 23·3 44
J. E. Stevens .. 15 7 32

A. Dixon.. .••. .. .. 6 2 16
T. C. Mason.... .. .. .. .. 2 0 6

Partridge bowled a no ball and Dixon a wide.

SCHOOL v. M.C.C. & GROUND

o
i
2

1

o

On July 6th and 7th we played the l\I.C.C. on a very fast
wicket. Stevens lost the toss, but Gen. Truell put the School
in first, and Stevens and Atkinson went to the wickets to face
the bowling of Richardson and Titchmarsh. The first six avers
were maidens, the bowling being too good to be hit; at last
Atkinson got Richardson well away for 4- and Stevens soon
commenced scoring with some pretty strokes on the leg side and
a drive for 4- off Richardson. With 24- runs scored Stevens was
caught at the wicket for 17. Ridoutjoined Atkinson but with no
addition to the score the latter was bowled. Two for 24-, Wyatt
Smith now joined Ridout and a long stand followed, the bowling
was very straight and good, and runs came slowly. After some
time as the score was mounting slowly but ~urely, Ingham
relieved Richardson but met with no success as both batsmen
scored off him. Still runs continued to come and the 100 was
telegraphed with only two men out. Ric.:hardson now commenced
bowling from the National School end and after being cut for 4
secured Ridout off his pads at 118; thus the stand for the third
wicket had put on 94- runs. Ridout had made +8 by good cricket,
making some nice cuts; his innings was faultless but for a very
difficult chance at the wicket and a bad stroke at 33, Dixon now
joined Wyatt-Smith and immediately settled down. Runs came
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very fast, and the score rose quickly. Richardson resumed again
at the Little Field end and at last succeeded in bowling Wyatt
Smith for a good and careful innings of 58, faultless but for two
very difficult chances. Four for 180. Wigan now joined Dixon
and both punished the tired bowling till a good ball from Richard
son dismissed Wigan at 210 for 16 and Mason joined Dixon.
Runs came faster than ever Dixon hitting .well all round the
wicket. A " yorker" from J ackson sent Mason back for 12.
Young came in and after hitting a six and a three was bowled.
Dixon soon completed his century, and with Partridge took the
score to 332 without further loss, when stumps were drawn,
Dixon being not out 126, by far the finest innings he has ever
played. His cricket was excellent and he gave but one very
difficult chance just before completing his. hundred, and
otherwise, save for a chance of stumping, his innings was
faultless; he hit a five, I I fours and 12 threes. Partridge also
played well for 20 not out. Next morning. Stevens having closed
the innings, the l\T.C.C. sent in Titchmarsh and Jackson. Runs
came freely at first. till at 28 Titchmarsh was out l.b.w. to
Partridge for 10. lVIytton came in and 20 were added before
Jackson was caught off a miss-hit for a hard hit 33. Richardson
joined Mytton and the score was carried to 74 when Richardson
who had made some good cuts in his Iq was out l.b.w. to Radford.
Mytton soon followed and Ingham gave no trouble. E. Gundry
and Treherne added 25 for the 6th wicket, when the latter was
dismissed. J. Gundry failed to score. Mycroft, however, hit
hard receiving some assistance from Gen. Truell and \Vhinney.
The score reached 168, Mycroft being not out 39.

The l\LC.C. being 16+ to the bad had to follow on and began
with Mycroft and E. Gundry; the rain soon interrupted the game
and after Gundry had been dismissed at +5 for 5 there were some
more showers. Titchmarsh juined Mycroft, but was soon sent
back by a good ball from Radford and Mycroft did not long
survive him. Richardson failed to score being caught at the
wicket but J ackson and Mytton made a long stand, the former
scoring freely. The 100 was telegraphed with 5 men out but at
10+ a good catch by Atkinson sent back Jackson. Ingham
followed but was very won caught by Atkinson, while Gen.
Truell failed to score. Whinney made 5 when Dixon bowled
him and the innings closed [or 12 I. The School were thus
victorious by an innings and 4-3 runs, the victory being all the
more creditable because they had to field and bowl with a wet
ball in the second innings of the l\I.C.C. Partridge and Radford
bowled splendidly in the first innings as did Radford and Stevens
(who got 5 wickets for 21 runs) in the second. The
School may be congratulated on their performance, their batting
and bowling being alike excellent.
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SCHOOL.

]. E. Stevens, C Mycroft, b Titchmarsh 17
W. H. Atkinson, b Richardson, 7
C. A. S. Ridout, b Richardson 48
A. Wyatt-Smith, b Richardson 58
A. Dixon, not out 126
O. S. \Vigan, b Richardson 16
T. C. Mason,b Jackson 12
H. G. K. Young, b Mycroft 9
G. Partridge, not out .. 20"
Rougemont } did not bat.A. D. Radford

Byes 16, leg-byes 2, wide I 19

Total 332

"Jnnings declared closed.

M.C.C. & G.
First Innings. Second Innings.

C. Ward Jackson, c Young, b Radford .. 29 C Atkinson, b Stevens .. 30
Titchmarsh, l.b. w., b Partridge 10 b Radford .. I
G. J. Mytton, b Partridge .. 17 b Stevens 17
Richardson, l.b.w., b Radford 19 c Young, b Partridge 0
F. H. Ingham, b Partridge 0 c Atkinson, b Stevens 2
E. P. Gundry, b Stevens IQ c Mason, b Stevens 5
O. Treherne, b Dixon 12 not out 5

]. Gundry, b Dixon 0 absent 0
Mycroft, not out .• 39 b Radford .. 32
Gen. Truell, b Partridge 14 b Stevens .. 0
H. F. Whinney, b Radford 9 b Dixon 5

Byes 4, leg-byes 3, Wide I, no Ball I 9 Byes IS, leg-byes 8 23

Total 168 Total .. 12 I

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL.
Overs. Mdns.

Richardson 45 16
Titchmarsh SI 17
F. H. Ingham .• .• .•...... .. 6 I

G. J. ~Iytton 2 0

C. \V. ]ackson.... .. II I

l\Iycroft... . . .• .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 9 I

M.C.C. & G.-First Innings.

A. D. Radford............. 22'3 5
J. Partridge 25 9
J. E. Stevens ......•......•...• 6 0

A. Dixon .••... ...•.. 5 0

Second Innings.
A. D. Radford. . . . . . . . . . .. . . •. .. 18 9
C. Partridge.. .. .. .. ... ....... .. 2 4
A. Dixon ••••••••...•••..•••••• j'2 0

]. E. Stevens •••..•••..•••••••• 9 2

Runs. Wkts.
112 4
III I
24 0

10 0
18 I

38 I

53 3
63 +
24 I

19 2

Iq 2
20 I

3i I

21 5
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SHERBORNE v. BRADFIELD.

[JULY,

On July. 13th th~ XI. went. to Bradfield to play the College.
The team had to start by the 6.28 a.m. train and arrived in
pourins rain about 12.· Owing to the state of the wicket no play
was possible until 2.30 p.m. Page won the toss and elected to
bat first on a very soft slow wicket, which became very difficult
as time went on; he and Tapsfield commenced the innings while
our attack was entrusted to Radford and Dixon. Runs came
slowly, Page doing most of the scoring, and Stanger-Leathes
relieved Dixon. The change. soon took effect, Page being
smartly caught by Stevens at short-slip with the score at 27, of
which he had made 17. TrueIl joined Tapsfield and 14- runs were
put on before Radford, who had gone on in p.Iace of Stanger
Leathes. bowled Tapsfield with a splendid ball for a very careful
12. Five runs later TrueIl also fell to Radford, and at the same
total Hewetson was well secured by Dixon at point, after giving
a chance to the same fielder the ball before. Packer and StoDford
were now together and added 8 TUns when Packer was well c~ught
at short-leg by l\Iason. King-Peirce joined Stopford, but
immediately returned one to Stanger-Leathes. Leney came in
and hit a couple of threes but failed to stop a straight one from
H.adford at 61. Kitchen now joined Stopford who had been
playing very well and 18 TUns were added for the 8th wicket
before Stopford hit one up to Ridout in the long field, who at
first. misjudged it and then brought off a brilliant right-handed
catch. In the next over a very smart catch in the slips by
Stauger-Leathes sent back Kitchin, and 9 wickets were down for
79. An unexpected stand was now made by Hastings and Cautley,
the latter hitting hard and the score was taken to J 0+, when
Stevens caught and bowled Cautley for a hard-hit 16, Hastings
being not out 7.

By this time the wicket was in a terrible condition, being
very badly cut up and extremely difficult. Stevens and Atkinson
commenced the School innings, to the bowling of Leney and
Packer. Stevens did most of the TUn getting, and the score
reached 16 when Leney bowled Atkinson. Ridout joined Stevens
but soon lost his partner, who dt 23 played a hall on to his pad
and thence it rolled into his WIcket, a great misfortune as he had
made 12 and was getting \vell set. Wyatt-Smith came in but
never seemed comfortable with Packer's leg breaks, and at 28 was
easily caught and bowled. Dixon joined Ridout and tried to
force the game, but at 35 failed to stop one from Leney. Wigan
now came in but at 38 stumps were drawn for the day without
further loss. On. the next day play commenced soon after 9.30
a.m. Ridout and 'Vigan, the over-night not outs, going to the
wickets. Six runs onlv were added· before Ridont was clean.
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bowled by Packer, for a careful I I. Mason joined Wigan and at
once commenced to hit and 13 runs were added, but he and
Wigan soon left, both bowled by yorkers from Leney. Young
did not stay long and Rongemont fell to another yorker from the
fast bowler. Stanger-Leathes played well, but could get no one
to stay with him, Radford being finely caught by Stopford at long
slip with the left hand, The total only reached 72. Leney took
7 wickets for 36 runs.

Bradfield commenced their second innings with Page and
Tapsfield; Radford and Stanger-Leathes shared the attack.
Runs came very slowly, the bowling being very good. With the
SCore at 10 Page was snapped at the wicket by Young, and at 19
Tapsfield shared the same fate. Truell had some very narrow
escapes in his 12 and Hewetson was again caught at point for 6.
Packer and Stopford added 10 for the 5th wicket. both showing
good form when Packer was weli caught at point by Dixon.
Stopfcrd left at 54- for a careful 1I. On Leney joining King-Peirce
some very slow cricket followed, nearly quarter of an hour passing
without a run being scored. Mason went on and bowled King
Peirce and Leney in quick succession. Kitchin knocked up 11
but 9 wickets were down for 68. Then again an unexpected
stand was made, 27 being added by Cautley and Hastings for the
last wicket, the latter hittin'g well. At last Cautley was dismissed
at 95, Hastings being not out for a well-played 15. Radford
bowled 23 maidens out of 29 overs and Stanger-Leathes took 6
wickets for 4-1 runs.

With 128 runs to get and the wicket improving somewhat,
Atkinson and Stevens commenced the School 2nd innings. A
disastrous start was made, Stevens being caught before a run had
been scored. Ridout and Atkinson added 18 runs for the 2nd
wicket when the former was caught at the wicket for 12.
Atkinson was out at 24 having been in a long time for 7. \Vyatt
Smith played very well and with Dixon added 14- runs and both
looked to be set, when the latter pushed a ball into his wicket in
trying to keep it off. Wigan joined Wyatt-Smith and 17 runs
were added, but at 55 Wigan was bowled and at 56 Mason was
caught at the wicket. Young and \Vyatt-Smith were now
associated and the score was taken to 72 when Cautley, who had
gone on instead of Packer, bowled Wyatt-Smith for a well-played
and invaluable 26. Rougemont did not give much trouble,
falling to Cautley at 78. Young was now playing splendidly.
hitting all loose ones hard and with Stanger-Leathes added 23
runs for the gth wicket, when the latter was caught by King-Peirce.
Eight runs later Radford was bowled at 109, Young being not
out 28, a gallant attempt to save the game. The School thus
were beaten by 18 runs. The Bradfield fielding in the second
innings was decidedly smart. Score :-
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BRADFIELD.
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First Innings.
R. C. Page, c Stevens, b Stanger-Leathes 17
G. H. Tapsfield, b Radford 12
R. H. Truell, b Radford 7

Second Innings.
c Young, b Stanger-Leathes 6
c Young, b Stanger-Leathes 3
c Atkinson,

b Stanger-Leathes 12
G. H. Hewetson, c Dixon.

b Stanger-Leathes I c Dixon, b Stanger-Leathes 6
C. H. Packer, c Mason, b Stanger-Leathes 5 c Dixon, b Radford 8
H. F. Stopford, c Ridout,

b Stanger.Leathes 16 c and b Stanger-Leathes .• Il
W. G. King-Peirce. c & b Stanger-Leathes 0 b Mason 5
F. B. Leney, b Radford 6 b Mason I

C. E. Kitchin, c Stanger-Leathes,
b Radford 6 b Stevens II

M. Hastings, not out 7 not out 15
\V. O. Cautley, c and b Stevens 16 b Stanger-Leathes 8

Extras II Extras 9

Total .• .• 104 Total 95
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

27 41 46 46 54 54 61 79 79 104 10 19 26 35 45 54 57 68 68 95

SHERBORNE.
First Innings.

J. E. Stevens, b Leney
W. H. Atkinson, b Leney
C. A. S. Ridout, b Packer
A. \Vyatt-Smith, c and b Paker
A. Dixon, b Leney
O. S. Wigan, b Leney
T. C. Mason, b Leney
H. C. K. Young, c Leney, b Packer ..
Rougemont, b Leney
L. G. Stanger-Leathes
A. D. Radford, c Stoyford, b Leney ..

Extras

Second Innings.
12 C and b Packer
I b Leney

I I c Kitchin. b Packer
2 b Cautley
6 b Hewetson ..
7 b Packer

I I c Kitchin, b Packer
3 not out
2 b Cautley
7 c King-Peirce, b Leney ••
2 b Packer
8 Extras

o
7

13
26
6
6
o

28
I

10
o

13

o 18 24 38 55 56 72 78 101 log
12345 6 7 8 9 10

Total

12345678910
16 23 28 35 44 57 60 60 68 72

72 Total 109

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

BRADFlELD.-First Innings.
Overs. Mdns.

A. D. Radford .. .. . • . . 25 10
A. Dixon 6 3
L. G. Stanger-Leathes 20 I I
J. E. Stevens.............. 10 4
T. C. Mason.......... ..••...• 5 I

SHERBoRNE.-First Innings.

F. B. Leney ,...... 20 3
C. H. Packer.. . . .. . • .• . • •• . . • • 18 7

Runs. Wkts.
35 4

8 0
3° 5
13 (

7 0

36 7
28 3
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SHERBORNE.-Second Innings.

F. B. Leney 22 14
C. H. Packer.... 2I"1 7
G. H. Hewetson .•••••.•••••.. 6 I
\V. O. Cautley .. ........ .. .. .. 6 2

BRADFIELD.-Second

A. D. Radford ...... '......... 29
L. G. Stanger-Leathes .•...••• 30
J. E. Stevens........ ...... .... 8
T. C. Mason.... .• .. .• .. .. .. .. 6

Innings.

23
18
3
I

3°9

17 I
41 6
16 I
12 2

19 I
46 5
14 I
17 2

The following are the results of the Matches played this
term:-

Played. Won 5.

OPPONENTS.
Won 5.

Date.
May 26th, T. W. \Vilson Esq's. XI

June 2nd, Sherborne C.C.
June 16th, Gentlemen of Dorset.

July 3rd, South Wilts C.C.
July 6th, 7th, M.C.C., and Ground

Drawn 2. Lost 5.

SCORE. REMARKS.
for. against.

224 t 155 22 " tInns. declared,
5 wks. "no wk.

210t 177 t 7 wks.
220t 103 39" t Inns. declared,

9 wks. "I wk.
249 171
332 t 168 121 tlnns. declared,

7 wks.

Drawn 2.

:May 28th, 29th, Incogniti.

June 29th, 30th, Malvern College.

54t - 406"-

178 t 170t 301"-

t No wk. Inns.
declared, 3 ",ks.
t I wk. Inns.
declared, 9 ",ks.

Lost 5.
June 12th, \Veymouth C.C.
June 21st, ass.
June 23rd, Exeter CoIl. Oxon.
June 26th, E. H. House Esq's XI.
July 13th, 14th, Bradfield College.

91

53

45
14°
72

- 13 1 48 "
55t 250"-

95t 156
202

109 105 95

"4 wks.
t 4 wks. "Inns.
declared, 10 ,,·ks.
t 4 wks.

J. E. STEVENS.
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COMMEMORATION.
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The Annual Commemoration of the' founders and
benefactors of Sherborne School took place on June 20th, the
anniversary of the Accession of the Q,ueeI1 :·· ;A·iJ.~w departure
was this year made in the order of the events which had
formerly prevailed to celebrate the occasion. The Abbey
Service began at 11.45 as usual, but the speeches in the
Big Schoolroom after luncheon were cut down to a little over
an hour's duration, leaving the rest of the afternoon for the
cricket match against the Old Shirburnians. This necessitated
the changing of the venue of the Headmaster's Garden P.Hty
from the garden to the cricket-ground, where a large tent for
tea was erected close to the pavilion. Alas and a~ack! the new
experiment received a severe blow, but not we hope, its coup

de grace, at the hands of the weather. It was most unfortunate
that we should have had bad weather to inaugurate a
programme which commended itself to each and everyone in
the highest degree. Given a fine day, the new arrangement
will go far to enhance the hitherto most pleasing reminiscences
of the annual event.

Despite the wet weather the number of visitors was an
exceptionally large one, and everything passed off as satisfac
torily as could be expected.

The special preacher at the Service in the Abbey was the
Dean of Bath and Wells. His sermon, at once manly and
effective and illustrated by pertinent historical references, was
from the text" Ye are the salt of the earth," and was closely
followed by a large congregation.

The singing of the School Choir was excellent in every
way, and Mr. Lyle deserves our thanks for the able manner
in which he presided at the Organ during the service.

Luncheons were given in the different Houses, and
immediately afterwards the Speeches began in the Big School-
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room. The Headmaster, who was accompanied by many of
the Governors, opened the proceedings in the usual way.
After rendering a hearty welcome and thanks to the large
number of visitors who had honoured us with their presence,

. he proceeded ·to give a review of the last year's work and
progress of the School.

The Contio; well spoken by "the Captain of the School,
was received 'with < loud appiause at the points where the
explanatory notes enabled the majority of the audience (in the
absence of a translation) to fully grasp the meaning of the
scholarly Latin passages.' Particnlarly well received was
the mention of the foithcoming decoration of the room, of
which our v.isitors were looking for the last time on the
" anabathI;"orum sordes, parietum inornata spatia." All this
was soon. to be changed, and at the next Commemoration
"regali quodam omnia videbitis instructa apparatu."

The acting was this year restricted to a scene from 'The
Frogs' of Aristcphanes , and a selection from Shakespeare's
, Much ado about nothing.' Both were very well acted and
very well received.

Meanwhile the weather had been showing signs of
clearing up, and on leaving the Big Schoolroom, there was a
remote chance of the possibility of commencing the cricket
match. But although the wicket had been carefully covered
over during the night, it was found necessary to postpone the
game until early next morning. However, as it had ceased
raining, the Cadet Corps gallantly, as befits it, turned out in
force and went through a series of evolutions for the benefit
of the Headmaster's guests on the cricket-ground,

The Concert in the Big Schoolroom was a great success.
The varied programme (which is fully dealt with in another
column) was received with rapturous applause, and the
evening passed off in a scene of gaiety of tone and brilliancy
of colour which had unfortunately been somewhat lacking

during the former part of our Commemoration Day.
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PROGRAMME OF SPEECHES:-

LJULY,

1. CONTIO. by C. A. S. RIDOUT. Captain of the School.

2. BOWEN PRIZE FOR MODERN HISTORy RIDOUT.

3. SCHOOL LATIN PROSE WYATT-SMITH.

FIFTH FORM LATIN PROSE ••...•••...•.•••••.• WAKEFIELD.

4. SCENE FROM .. THE FROGS" ....••.•••••••...•.• ARISTOPHANES.

Dionysus. a God .•...•••...•.•..••.•........ Temperley, mi.
Xanthias. a Slave Leslie,
Aeacus, Head Porter of the Lower World ...•.• '\Vyatt-Smith.
Maid servant of Persephone ...•..••••....•••• Lee-\Varner.
First Hostess '\Varren, ma.
Second Hostess Warren, mi.

Underlings of Aeacus. Warren, ma,. Warren, mi., Tozer, Wakefield.

Dionysus (disguised as Heracles) and his Slave Xanthias on a journey to
the Lower World to fetch back a Tragic Poet (of which article there is a sad
dearth at Athens) find themselves at the door of Plulo. They knock and Aeacus
threatens the sham Heracles with dire penalties for his previous theft at
Cerberus. Dionysus in terror begs Xanthias to change places with him and
become Heracles in his stead. No sooner is this done than Persephone's maid
appears with a most enticing invitation from her mistress to the supposed
Heracles' Nothing will content Dionysus but that they change back again.
whereupon two Hostesses attack Dionysus-Hemcles with a list of gluttonous
misdemeanours on his last visit .. They threaten vengeance and Dionysus (for
the very last time) succeeds in persuading Xanthias to change. Aeacusreturns
with his myrmidons' who seize Xanthias-Hel'cales. but the latter makes a
stout resistance and offers his slave (Dionysus) for the torture to prove his
innoccence. Finally as they both claim to be gods Aeacus proceeds to test
their divinity with his whip. for it is admitted that the true god cannot be
hurt. However he totally fails and wisely determines to leave his decision to
his master and mistress, Plulo and Persephone.

DIGBY PRIZES f Modern Languages and History .... '\VARREN, MA.
5· \ Mathematics and Science .........•...• RIDOUT.

6. FRENCH PRIZE , CUTHBERT.
LISTER (GERMAN) PRIZE LILJEWALCH.

7. SCHOOL ENGLISH ESSAy ~ WARD.
UPPER SCHOOL ENGLISH ESSAY SCOTT.

LOWER SCHOOL ENGLISH ESSAY .. : THO;\lAS.
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8. LONG~ruIR PRIZE (DRAWING) MONTGOMER1E.

9, KING'S MEDAL FOR MATHEMATICS TEMPERLEY, MA.

10. SCENES FROM" MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING" •. SHAKESPEARE.

Act Ill, Scene 3; Act IV, Scene 2.

Dogberry, a constables ......••••.•.•••• ~ •••••• Leslie.
Verges, a head borough __ \Vard.

A Sexton ••••.•...•..••.........•...•.•.•••.. McEnery,ma.
h { Temperley, mi.Two \Vatc men ••••. ,.................... Prichard, ma.

Conrade 1 f 11 f D J h { Plunket.
Borachio I 0 owers 0 on 0 n............ Rougemont.

The watch all •good men and true,' is set and duly receives its charge from
Master Dogberry. They gallantly arrest Conrade and Borachio and' obey'
them to go with them. At the examination subsequently holden Conrade
greviously insults the dignity of Master Dogberry.

CONCERT.

On Commemoration Day in the evening the Musical
Society performed their 130th concert. The programme,
though of "a somewhat lighter and more miscellaneous
character than usual, appeared to give complete satisfaction
to a crowded audience. The choir certainly sang not only
with spirit and in tune, but with an attention to the Con
ductor's baton, which was perfectly 'charming to witness.
Pinsuti's part-son~was admirably rendered, but, though the
support of the Organ and Piano added to the beauty, it
detached from the merit of the performance. In the' Miller's
\\1'ooing' the freshness of the trebles and sentiment of the
basses war undeniable; unfortunately a choral-ballad is not
necessarily a comic part-son~, and so the choir did not obt<'lin
the encore which they deserved. The trio in the Athalie
Chorus produced a brilliant blend: we were glad to hear that
Park could sing" as sweetly as ever after his temporary retire
ment, and we congratulate Jackson on his first appearance.
Falconer's voice, as usual, was clear and true, and he sang
Pierrot with marvellous expression for a young performer; it
was a pity that the accompaniment to his song was spoilt by
a whispering obligato from the top bench in the gallery,
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which was disti-nctly audible on the platform, and peculiarly
irritating to those of the audience, who were anxious to hear
a pretty song well sung. Wigan proved himself the happy
'possessor of a he'aJt'hy baritone worthy of culture, while Mr.
Broadbent's lovely tenor was perhaps never heard to greater
advantage, and his simple song fairly brought down the
house.

The Commemoration Song and Carmen each evoked the
proper pitch of enthusiasm; in the latter the pronunciation of
the trebles was particularly good, in the fqrmer their intona
tion moderately bad. A word of praise is also due to the
efforts of the Orchestra; possibly the Intermezzo sounded a
little thin, but in both the marches all played up with a
martial vigour that was' 'truly inspiring, and reflected the
highest credit on Mr. Regan, their talented instructor.

PROG RA:\IME.

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM.

Verse by Falconer, Park, Young and Ridout.

MARCH OF THE PRIESTS .. "Athalie" M endelssolm.

CHORUS (" Athalie") "Heaven and Earth displayed'·Mendelssoh1f.

Solos by Falconer, Jackson and Park.

SONG ... " The King's Highway"

Wigan.

PART SONG (words by Frances Havergal)

INTERMEZZO

... Molloy.

Ciro Pinsuti.

M ascheroni.

So}lG ... " Pierott ..

Falconer.

Hutchinson.

CHORAL BALLAD "The Miller's Wooing"... Eaton Faning.

SONG .... " Rhine Maiden" Smart.

Mr; Broadbent, O.S.
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" Gig~r1 " ...

CARMEN SAECULARE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

A t_ the Organ:

Brennand and Mr. Thorne.

Instructor of Orchestra:
Mr. Regan.-

Conductor.

Mr.. Hodgson.

CADET CORPS NOTES

l
J. F. Wail1er.

The first sham fight of the term took place on Lenthay
\..ommon. The 3rd and 4-th sections under the command of
Sergt. Temperley marched about 3 miles along the Bradford road,
and after a short interval returned to attack Sherborne. the bounds
being the railway on their right, the road on their left, with all
cornfields out of bounds. Sergt. Temperley's scouts sighted the
enemy under command of CoI.-Sergt. Cllnningham at Deadman's
copse. Cunningham's scouts instead of retiring directly to their
supports fired on Temperley's scouts, who very properly retired to
the second line. After crossing the next field. Temperley brought
up the 4-th section on his left but halted his men, (who were now
extended right across Lenthay) as they.would have been exposed
to Cunningham's fire. Cunningham who had lined the hedge was
now in a very good position but retired, as the fight could not
otherwise have been continued: moreover it was getting late, so
the 3rd and 4-th sections advanced and fired by alternate volleys.
Their advance was rather slow but very steady, on gaining the next
field Sergt. Temperley delivered half-company volleys at
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Cunningham's men who were somewhat exposed. A most
interesting sham fight was therefore left drawn owing to lack of
time. Temperley might have worked at the enemy's flanks
more, when he had got past the copse and Cunningham exposed
his men too much towards the end.

On June 12th, the VIII shot a match with the Melbury Troop
of Yeomanry at Maiden castle. The scores were, Melbury
Troop 329: School 328. We take this opportunity of thanking
Dr. Rendall for his hospitality.

On June I gth, the VIII went to IVraiden Castle to take part
in the County l\feeting: on the whole they did not come up to
expectation, L.-Corp. Plunket (76) and Corp. Webb (73) winning
10S. each.

On l\Tonday July 1st, the company was inspected by Major
& Adjt. Campbell. There were 57 of all ranks present.

On July 11th, the VIII went to Bisley. After the high scores
made throughout the term, we had great hopes that we should
have been higher than we had been before, but with the exception
of Sergt. Clarke-Jervoise and Lc.-corp. Plunket the VIn failed
entirely and only succeeded in making 331, one of the smallest
scores this year. Sergt. Clarke-J ervoise made a moderate score
of 23 for the Spencer Cup, but not what he ought to have done.

A word of praise must be given to the Bugle band, which
under the energetic command of Lc.-Sergt. Wigan, has
improved wonderfully. They are far better than they ever
have been before, and a great credit to the Corps.

On July 17th the competition for section drill came off
before the Adjutant. After a very close competition No. J
Section under Col.-Sergt. Cunningham beat No. 3 Section under
Sergt. TemperIey by the narrow margin of 2 marks. The
•J acob Cup' for position drill also went to No. 1. The
Adjutant did not consider the other sections up to the mark.
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The following have been presented with their colours
since our last issue: -1st XL, W. H. Atkinson (c),
G. Partridge (c), H. G. K. Young la); 2nd XL, O. S. Wigan(c),
A. C. Temperley(a).

We take this opportunity of congratulating J. E. Stevens
on scoring 105 (not out) against Malvern College, and
A. Dixon, on scoring 126 (not out) against M.C.C.and Ground.

Our best thanks are due to Mr. Wildman for issuing a
new printed Catalogue of the Library Books.

The following will remain available for the XV. next
term :-lst XV., A. Wyatt-Smith (c), R. G. M. Prichard (c),.
E. M. Wakefield (d), G. W. Honnywill (a), W. H. Dalton
(c); 2nd XV., W. A. Brennand (a), O. M. Dyke (a),.
G. Partridge (c), E. H. McEnery, L. G. Stanger-Leathes (b),
H. P. Forshaw (a).

The Swimming races have been decided as follows:
Seniors: 50 yards: Dalton (c), Prichard. ma. (c).

300 yards: Dalton (c), Pricharc., ma. (c).
50 yards (clothes): Stevens (c), Dalton (e), Aeq.

Juniors: 50 yards: Dean (a), Pinckney (d).
300 yards: Dean (a), Pinckney (d).

50 yards (clothes): Dean (a), Pinckney (a) Aeq.

The Treasurer of the Games Fund begs to acknowledge·
the receipt of the following subscriptions during this term.

£ s. d.

H. H. House
VV. H. Southcomb
C. A. Cochrane

Colonel Gordon

I 0

o 0

220
o o.
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Rev. E. J. Nelson
W. S. Sheldon ...
E. Dixon ...
T. D. Stanger-Leathes
T. M. Winch
H. Fox-Strangways
'N. N. Buckmaster
E. N. Henning ...
R. de M. J\1atterson
W. H. Randoph
C. A. Finzel
H. Finzel
A. W. F. Rutty
G. M. Carey
A. C. Broadbent
Colonel Chadwick
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£ s. d.
0 5 0

0

I 0

0 5 0

0 5 0

0 10 0

o 10 0

0 10 0

0 5 0

0 5 0

o 10 0

0 5 0

0 5 0

o 10 0

0

0 10 0

CORRESPONDENCE.

DEAR MR. EDITOR.
Do you not think that the exce,sively priggish motto on the cover of the

Shirburman might be discarded? I believe that remarks have already been
made on this point, and some notice might well be taken of it. The motto
{If the School might be conveniently substituted.

Yours,
K. K. K.

SIR,
Will you allow me to state that at Mr. House's request I propose, in the

hope that a second edition will soon be wanted, to continue, amend, and
enlarge the first edition of the School Register? I shall therefore be very
grateful to all old and present Shirburnians and others for corrections, hints,
and emendations however minute, so that when the new edition comes forth
it may be as complete and satisfactory as possible.

Yours truly,
H. R. KING.

DEAR SIR,
For many years it has been the custom for those \vho represent the

SCHOOL to wear a distinctive badge upon their hat-ribbons. But of late
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there has appeared a strange and startling innovation, viz., two cross arrows
adorning the hat-ribbons of certain members of the rifle corps.

By the system upon which this distinction is presented, apparently
there is no reason why the whole corps should not win it. The Corps does
not represent the School, nor do the fellows that shoot represent the Corps.
since many take to shooting and then leave it for cricket. The numbers of
the XI and XV are limited and now we see a privilege open (apparently). to
anyone in the Corps (the number being unlimited), which formerly was
confined to those who represented the School and was limited in number.

Surely this is a mistake.
Yours truly,

S-QUIRE.
DRAR SIR,

I am glad to see that a catalogue of the Library has been published;
but may I be allowed through your columns to call attention to the
deficient state of the reference-book in the Library itself? Many books on
the shelves are not entered in it under any title. If the sub-librarians or
anyone could spare the time, I think the deficiencies might be easily made
up by comparing the reference-book with the catalogue.

Yours truly,
A. J. M. S.

DEAR SIR,
Our Corps now numbers a little over 63. I am told that out of this large

total only the small number of 20 or perhaps less, are going to camp;
surely a little more energy might be displayed by the Corps, 20 out of
63 is absolutely preposterous.

0.5. CHRONICLE.

\Ve notice among the Trinity Ordination lIsts the name of
A. Eglington, (c) who was ordained by the Bishop of Rochester
to a curacy at vVoolwich Parish Church.

Capt. H. Bourke, 'VVest India Regiment, has been awarded
the Distinguished Service Order for the recent operations
against the Sofas in \Vest Africa. He has been promoted to
the rank of Major.

Thlt following have been playing cricket :-for the
Cambridge Freshmen :-E. J. Holberton; for Exeter College,
Oxford :-G. ~T. Carey : for New College, Oxford :-A. \V. F.
Rutty; for the Middlesex Hospital:-\V. A. 1IcEnery; for
the lncogniti :-H. B. Carver: for Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge :-L. C. Powys; for Durham :-A. B. Crosby,
H. S. Crosb)'.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

X.Y.Z.-The Haileybury match has been fixed for Nov. 17th.
KATERFELTo.-This correspondence must now cease.
TITUS.-It has been' off' for the last three or four years.

The Editor acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the
following :--Cliftonian, SedbergJz£an, A lleynian, Pauline, Felstedian,
Fettesian, Lorettonian, Clavinialt, M arlburiall, Reptonian, Hurst
Johnian, C.O.S., Elizabethan, Ascham School Magazine, Carthusian,
Lancing College Magazine, QlIermnoriensian, S. Edward's School
M agazille, Haileyburian, 1 onbridgian, S. A ndrew's College Magazine,
The Ousel, Blundellian.

Ca), School House; Cb), Blanch's; Cc), Wilson's;· Cd),
Hodgson's; (f), Wildman's.

All enquiries with regard to the sending out of the
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